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Fri, Aug. 03, 2018

DALLAS POLK HANCOCK SHELBY WOODBURY

7:30 - 8:30 AM REGISTRATION/BREAKFAST

8:30 - 8:45 AM WELCOME

8:45 - 10:15 AM JavaScript: The
Fascinating Parts

Venkat Subramaniam

Roadmap to
Refactoring the Monolith

Kirk Knoernschild

The Influential
Engineer - Overcoming
resistance to change

Michael Carducci

Essential Spring Boot
Craig Walls

Special Topics In Java
Kenneth Kousen

10:15 - 10:45 AM BREAK

10:45 - 12:15 PM Improving Quality
of JavaScript Code

Venkat Subramaniam

Architecture in Anger
Kirk Knoernschild

Influential Engineer Part
2 - Persuasion Patterns

Michael Carducci

Extreme Spring Boot
Craig Walls

Gradle In Depth
Kenneth Kousen

12:15 - 1:15 PM LUNCH

1:15 - 2:45 PM Automated Testing JavaScript
Venkat Subramaniam

Modern Java Frameworks
for Building Microservices

Kirk Knoernschild

VDD: Value Driven Development
- 10 Golden Rules for
incremental Greatness

Michael Carducci

Reactive Spring
Craig Walls

Kotlin: Safe, Pragmatic
Interoperability on the JVM

Kenneth Kousen

2:45 - 3:00 PM BREAK

3:00 - 4:30 PM A Practical Introduction to React
Venkat Subramaniam

Building 12 Factor
Apps with Java

Kirk Knoernschild

Diving into Big
Data and Hadoop I
Michael Carducci

Serverless Spring: Spring
Function as a Service

Craig Walls

Mental Bookmarks and the
Fractal Nature of Success

Kenneth Kousen

4:30 - 4:45 PM BREAK

4:45 - 6:15 PM Developing with React:
Components, State

management, and Testing
Venkat Subramaniam

Migrating to Java
9 - Jigsaw&apos;s

Architectural Impact
Kirk Knoernschild

Diving into Big
Data and Hadoop II
Michael Carducci

Spring Skills: Building voice
applications with Spring

Craig Walls

On being an effective developer
Raju Gandhi

6:15 - 7:00 PM DINNER

7:00 - 8:00 PM Keynote: by Neal Ford
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Sat, Aug. 04, 2018

DALLAS POLK HANCOCK SHELBY WOODBURY

7:30 - 8:15 AM BREAKFAST

8:15 - 9:45 AM Completable Futures: The
Promises of the Java World

Venkat Subramaniam

Web Apps with Angular - Part I
Raju Gandhi

Serverless State
of the Union: 2018

Matt Stine

Beginning Spark
Daniel Hinojosa

Building Evolutionary
Architectures

Neal Ford

9:45 - 10:00 AM BREAK

10:00 - 11:30 AM Using Reactive APIs of Java
Venkat Subramaniam

Web Apps with Angular - Part II
Raju Gandhi

AWS Lambda Deep Dive
Matt Stine

Spark Streaming
Daniel Hinojosa

Building Evolutionary
Architectures: Architectural

Fitness Function Katas
Neal Ford

11:30 - 12:15 PM EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

12:15 - 1:00 PM LUNCH

1:00 - 2:30 PM Core Software Design Principles
Venkat Subramaniam

Stories Every
Developer Should Know

Neal Ford

Architectures That Bend
But Don&apos;t Break

Matt Stine

Unveiling Kafka and Streaming
Daniel Hinojosa

Infrastructure-As-
A-Code with Ansible

Raju Gandhi

2:30 - 2:45 PM BREAK

2:45 - 4:15 PM Java 9: The Key Parts
Venkat Subramaniam

Documenting and Presenting
Software Architectures

Neal Ford

DDD and Microservices:
Like Peanut Butter and Jelly

Matt Stine

Java Serialization for Big Data
Daniel Hinojosa

Ansible (best) practices
Raju Gandhi

4:15 - 4:30 PM BREAK

4:30 - 6:00 PM What&apos;s Brewing
beyond Java 9

Venkat Subramaniam

Where Do Ideas Come
From? Creating, Cultivating,

and Communicating IP
Neal Ford

Introduction to
Chaos Engineering

Matt Stine

Introduction to Vert.x
Daniel Hinojosa

Pipelines-as-a-
Code with Jenkins 2+

Raju Gandhi
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Friday, Aug. 3
7:30 - 8:30 AM : REGISTRATION/BREAKFAST

8:30 - 8:45 AM : WELCOME

8:45 - 10:15 AM - Sessions

Session #1 @ DALLAS : JavaScript: The Fascinating Parts by Venkat Subramaniam
JavaScript is no longer that scary nasty language. There are so many wonderful features in the modern versions of this language
that I can&apos;t stop praising it. In this presentation we will focus on some of the most exciting features of the language that make
programming in JavaScript a pleasant experience.

Session #2 @ POLK : Roadmap to Refactoring the Monolith by Kirk Knoernschild
Monoliths are out and microservices are in. Not so fast. Many of the benefits attributed uniquely to microservices are actually a
byproduct of other architectural paradigms with modularity at their core. In this session, we&#8217;ll look at several of the benefits
we expect from today&#8217;s architectures and explore these benefits in the context of various modern architectural paradigms.
We&#8217;ll also examine different technologies that are applying these principles to build the platforms and frameworks we will use
going forward.

Session #3 @ HANCOCK : The Influential Engineer - Overcoming resistance to change by Michael
Carducci
By the end of this conference you will have learned many new tools and technologies. The easy part is done, now for the hard part:
getting the rest of the team-and management-on board with the new ideas. Easier said than done. Whether you want to effect culture
change in your organization, lead the transition toward a new technology, or are simply asking for better tools; you must first understand
that having a &quot;good idea&quot; is just the beginning. How can you dramatically increase your odds of success? You will learn 12
concrete strategies to build consensus within your team as well as 6 technique to dramatically increase the odds that the other person
will say &quot;Yes&quot; to your requests.

Session #4 @ SHELBY : Essential Spring Boot by Craig Walls
In this example-driven presentation, you&apos;ll learn how to leverage Spring Boot to accelerate application development, enabling you
to focus coding on logic that drives application requirements with little concern for code that satisfies Spring&apos;s needs.

Session #5 @ WOODBURY : Special Topics In Java by Kenneth Kousen
This talk will focus on interesting features of Java 8 that go beyond the basics. Topics will include: * the `map`, `filter`, and `flatMap`
methods * simple reductions * extracting and combining streams * using `Optional` as intended * grouping and partitioning *
downstream collectors * the `java.time` package * generics in detail

10:15 - 10:45 AM : BREAK

10:45 - 12:15 PM - Sessions

Session #6 @ DALLAS : Improving Quality of JavaScript Code by Venkat Subramaniam
JavaScript is a very powerful and ubiquitous language. At the same time, it is also a language that is often misunderstood and misused.
Better quality code greatly reduces the effort and time to maintain software. So, there is a good incentive to improve quality of code.

Session #7 @ POLK : Architecture in Anger by Kirk Knoernschild
Big architecture up front is not sustainable in today&apos;s technology climate where expectations are high for delivering high quality
software more quickly than ever before. To accept change, teams are moving to agile methods. But agile methods provide little
architectural guidance. Attempts to define the architectural vision for a system early in the development lifecycle does not work. In this
session, we provide practical guidance for software architecture for agile projects.

Session #8 @ HANCOCK : Influential Engineer Part 2 - Persuasion Patterns by Michael Carducci
In Part 1, you learned the core principles of influence and persuasion. How to we take this back to the office and apply what
we&apos;ve learned?

Session #9 @ SHELBY : Extreme Spring Boot by Craig Walls
In this session, you&apos;ll learn how to take your Spring Boot skills to the next level, applying the latest features of Spring Boot. Topics
may include Spring Boot DevTools, configuration properties and profiles, customizing the Actuator, and crafting your own starters and
auto-configuration.

Session #10 @ WOODBURY : Gradle In Depth by Kenneth Kousen
Gradle is the build tool of choice in the open source world, and rapidly becoming the standard in industry as well. Anyone who works
with Gradle on a Java project knows the basics of the Java plugin and how to write simple tasks in Groovy. Gradle can do much
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more, however. This talk will demonstrate how to write your own custom task classes and how to create Gradle plugins from them.
Other Gradle features will be demonstrated as well, including file manipulation, incremental builds, generating the Grade wrapper, and
resolving conflicts in dependencies.

12:15 - 1:15 PM : LUNCH

1:15 - 2:45 PM - Sessions

Session #11 @ DALLAS : Automated Testing JavaScript by Venkat Subramaniam
JavaScript is one of the most powerful and yet perilous languages. It is arguably the most ubiquitous language, the king of the client
side programming the web. The dynamic nature of the language offers many benefits, but the weak typing and lack of tooling can make
changes unpredictable, that is, if we&apos;re not careful. Automated testing can greatly alleviate the pains and lead to more fruitful
development.

Session #12 @ POLK : Modern Java Frameworks for Building Microservices by Kirk Knoernschild
Microservice architecture is a modern architectural approach that increases development and delivery agility by focusing on building
modular services. The framework we use has a tremendous impact on how quickly and easily we can deliver servcies. New frameworks
are emerging that embrace new approaches for helping us deliver microservices.

Session #13 @ HANCOCK : VDD: Value Driven Development - 10 Golden Rules for incremental
Greatness by Michael Carducci
On the NFJS tour, there are questions that seem to come up again and again. One common example is &quot;How do we determine
which new tools and technologies we should focus our energy on learning?&quot; another is &quot;How do we stop management from
forcing us to cut corners on every release so we can create better and more maintainable code?&quot; which, after awhile becomes
&quot;How can we best convince management we need to rewrite the business application?&quot; There is a single meta-answer to all
these questions and many others.

Session #14 @ SHELBY : Reactive Spring by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;ll explore the new reactive features in Spring 5 to build reactive, non-blocking applications using
Spring&apos;s familiar programming model.

Session #15 @ WOODBURY : Kotlin: Safe, Pragmatic Interoperability on the JVM by Kenneth Kousen
Kotlin is a practical language designed for the JVM. It focuses on pragmatism and safety, with an emphasis on interoperability and
tool support. Kotlin is statically typed and includes null checks in the type system itself. The language runs anywhere Java does, from
microservices to Android apps. This workshop will show how to use Kotlin to simplify anything you originally planned to do in Java.

2:45 - 3:00 PM : BREAK

3:00 - 4:30 PM - Sessions

Session #16 @ DALLAS : A Practical Introduction to React by Venkat Subramaniam
React is a very targeted library for creating rich front end. While React does fairly well what it intends to provide, developing a practical
application requires more than using React alone.

Session #17 @ POLK : Building 12 Factor Apps with Java by Kirk Knoernschild
The way we build and deliver software is changing. We must deliver software more quickly than ever before and traditional approaches
to software architecture, infrastructure and methodology do not allow us to meet demand. We&#8217;ve reached the limits of agility
through process improvement alone, and further increases demand we focus on improving architecture, infrastructure, and methodology
simultaneously. 12 Factor is an app development methodology for building modern apps in the modern era.

Session #18 @ HANCOCK : Diving into Big Data and Hadoop I by Michael Carducci
Big Data is exploding into our industry and these skills are increasingly in demand. Much of our existing body of knowledge needs to be
updated, however as Big Data solutions present a number of unique challenges. In this half-day workshop we start with the question
&quot;What is Big Data?&quot; and &quot;How do big data solutions differ from traditional data architectures.&quot; We then dive into
core Hadoop technologies to tackle your Big Data challenges and dive into several tools and technologies for distributed processing of
large datasets.

Session #19 @ SHELBY : Serverless Spring: Spring Function as a Service by Craig Walls
Serverless is a big topic these days. More specifically, Function as a Service (FaaS) enables small-scale functions deployed in the
cloud to be enabled only as needed. Compared to Platform as a Service (PaaS) services which are &quot;always on&quot; and require
explicit scaling, FaaS services wake up when needed and are scaled by the platform automatically. Imagine a service that only gets
invoked one per hour. In PaaS, that service is always running and ready to handle requests, consuming processor resources and
ultimately costing more to be ready at a moment&apos;s notice. In contrast, FaaS services awaken quickly upon invocation and go
away when finished, conserving resources and cost.
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Session #20 @ WOODBURY : Mental Bookmarks and the Fractal Nature of Success by Kenneth
Kousen
Good discussions are supposed to diverge from their intended path. Free association is a feature, not a bug, and helps you see new
connections between ideas. Without structure, however, it can be difficult to add context to new ideas and understand how they relate
to more immediate problems. This talk discusses the technique of mental bookmarks -- how to remember where you were when a
discussion diverged. In addition to giving you a reputation for having an amazing memory, the skill also helps with personal awareness
in general.

4:30 - 4:45 PM : BREAK

4:45 - 6:15 PM - Sessions

Session #21 @ DALLAS : Developing with React: Components, State management, and Testing by
Venkat Subramaniam
In this presentation, we will dig deeper into creating applications with React.

Session #22 @ POLK : Migrating to Java 9 - Jigsaw&apos;s Architectural Impact by Kirk
Knoernschild
Java 9 with the Jigsaw module system is here. In this session, we&apos;ll explore the basics of the Jigsaw module system and examine
the impact it will have on how we build Java applications. We will dig into it&apos;s major features, including dependency management
and Jigsaw services. Once we understand Jigsaw&apos;s basics, we will explore what it&apos;s going to take to migrate existing Java
application to Java 9 and leverage Jigsaw.

Session #23 @ HANCOCK : Diving into Big Data and Hadoop II by Michael Carducci
Big Data is exploding into our industry and these skills are increasingly in demand. Much of our existing body of knowledge needs to be
updated, however as Big Data solutions present a number of unique challenges. In this half-day workshop we start with the question
&quot;What is Big Data?&quot; and &quot;How do big data solutions differ from traditional data architectures.&quot; We then dive into
core Hadoop technologies to tackle your Big Data challenges and dive into several tools and technologies for distributed processing of
large datasets.

Session #24 @ SHELBY : Spring Skills: Building voice applications with Spring by Craig Walls
As a software developer, you&apos;ve likely come across at least one veteran in our field who has shared tales of the old days when
they used punch cards to give instructions to a computer. Thankfully, those days are long gone. Over time, the way we interact with
machines has evolved through various stages such as textual, graphical, and touch/gestural user interfaces...up to today where Siri,
Alexa, and Google Home are ushering in a new era of voice user interfaces.

Session #25 @ WOODBURY : On being an effective developer by Raju Gandhi
As developers we not only operate in different contexts, but also often have these different contexts interplay as part of our work. Each
of the tools that we use &#8212; version control systems like Git (along with collaborative tools like Github/Gitlab), IDE&apos;s like
Eclipse/IntelliJ, build systems like Gradle, Ci/Cd tooling like Jenkins, IaaC tools like Ansible, the command line &#8212; all introduce
context. To be effective developers we need to know when to operate in a certain context, combine or tease apart how these contexts
interplay. Can you improve your release announcements if format your commit messages consistently? You bet! How should your build
tool interact with your version control system? What does naming your files have to do with how you use your IDE?

6:15 - 7:00 PM : DINNER

7:00 - 8:00 PM : Keynote: Supporting Constant Change - Neal Ford

Saturday, Aug. 4
7:30 - 8:15 AM : BREAKFAST

8:15 - 9:45 AM - Sessions

Session #26 @ DALLAS : Completable Futures: The Promises of the Java World by Venkat
Subramaniam
Traditionally Java has supported multithreading. Asynchronous programming in Java is a bit of novelty. Java 8 introduced
CompletableFuture to bring the features of JavaScript promises to the Java land. In this presentation we will learn about this feature and
how to make use of it.
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Session #27 @ POLK : Web Apps with Angular - Part I by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will take a look at building applications with Angular. We will build a very simple application from the ground up, and
attempt to understand the approach of Angular, as well as understand some of the terminology that Angular introduces. **This session
will focus on the Angular 10**

Session #28 @ HANCOCK : Serverless State of the Union: 2018 by Matt Stine
On the 2017 tour, I introduced the notion of &#8220;serverless&#8221; and Functions as a Service (FaaS) platforms. We understood
the motivation for serverless computing, compared serverless to other cloud-native infrastructure approaches, navigated some
architectural tradeoffs, and took a whirlwind tour of the Big 3 FaaS providers.

Session #29 @ SHELBY : Beginning Spark by Daniel Hinojosa
Apache Spark is the fast data processing of large document stores and databases. Spark is highly distributed, optimized, and redundant
for large clustering manipulation and aggregation.

Session #30 @ WOODBURY : Building Evolutionary Architectures by Neal Ford
An evolutionary architecture supports incremental, guided change along multiple dimensions.

9:45 - 10:00 AM : BREAK

10:00 - 11:30 AM - Sessions

Session #31 @ DALLAS : Using Reactive APIs of Java by Venkat Subramaniam
Reactive Programming is no longer an esoteric idea. Many libraries and tools have started providing excellent support for this idea of
programming. So much that Java 9 has embraced this idea by including it into the specification. In this presentation we will take a dive
into what reactive programming looks like from the Java specification point of view.

Session #32 @ POLK : Web Apps with Angular - Part II by Raju Gandhi
In this session we will take a look at building applications with Angular. We will build a very simple application from the ground up, and
attempt to understand the approach of Angular, as well as understand some of the terminology that Angular introduces. **This session
will focus on the Angular 10**

Session #33 @ HANCOCK : AWS Lambda Deep Dive by Matt Stine
In this presentation, we&apos;ll build, test, and deploy an image-processing pipeline using Amazon Web Services such as Lambda, API
Gateway, Step Functions, DynamoDB, and Rekognition.

Session #34 @ SHELBY : Spark Streaming by Daniel Hinojosa
Spark Streaming is one of the few additions that are available with Spark that uses its internal architecture and creates a Streaming
processing framework to process data in real time.

Session #35 @ WOODBURY : Building Evolutionary Architectures: Architectural Fitness Function
Katas by Neal Ford
Building Evolutionary Architectures requires identifying and creating architectural fitness functions. This hands-on workshop defines
fitness functions and provides group exercises to help identify and discover them.

11:30 - 12:15 PM : EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

12:15 - 1:00 PM : LUNCH

1:00 - 2:30 PM - Sessions

Session #36 @ DALLAS : Core Software Design Principles by Venkat Subramaniam
Creating code is easy, creating good code takes a lot of time, effort, discipline, and commitment. The code we create are truly the
manifestations of our designs. Creating a lightweight design can help make the code more extensible and reusable.

Session #37 @ POLK : Stories Every Developer Should Know by Neal Ford
Stories and lessons from architecture, design, process, and other sources, each illustrating important principles and pitfalls for modern
architects.

Session #38 @ HANCOCK : Architectures That Bend But Don&apos;t Break by Matt Stine
All software architectures have to deal with stress. It&#8217;s simply the way the world works! Stressors come from multiple directions,
including changes in the marketplace, business models, and customer demand, as well as infrastructure failures, improper or
unexpected inputs, and bugs. As software architects, one of our jobs is to create solutions that meet both business and quality
requirements while appropriately handling stress.
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Session #39 @ SHELBY : Unveiling Kafka and Streaming by Daniel Hinojosa
Kafka has captured mindshare in the data records streaming market, and in this presentation, we knock on its door and see what
lies behind. What is the draw? What makes it an attractive addition? How does it compare to Message Queues and other message
streaming services?

Session #40 @ WOODBURY : Infrastructure-As-A-Code with Ansible by Raju Gandhi
An integral part to any DevOps effort involves automation. No longer do we wish to manage tens, hundreds or even thousands of
servers by hand, even if that were possible. What we need is a programmatic way to create and configure servers, be those for local
development, all the way to production. This is where tools like Ansible come into play. Ansible offers us a way to define what our server
configurations are to look like using plain-text, version-controlled configuration files. Not only does this help with avoiding &quot;snow-
flakes&quot;, but it promotes server configuration to participate in the SDLC, pulling server configuration closer to the developers.

2:30 - 2:45 PM : BREAK

2:45 - 4:15 PM - Sessions

Session #41 @ DALLAS : Java 9: The Key Parts by Venkat Subramaniam
Everyone (including your humble speaker) talks about Modularization. For once, let&apos;s focus on other interesting and exciting
parts of Java 9 that does not involve modularization. In this presentation we will talk about key improvements and additions to the Java
language and the JDK introduced in Java 9.

Session #42 @ POLK : Documenting and Presenting Software Architectures by Neal Ford
This session covers two critical soft skills for architects: * creating clear, concise documentation of software architecture, both structure
and decisions * presenting architectural ideas as clearly as possible

Session #43 @ HANCOCK : DDD and Microservices: Like Peanut Butter and Jelly by Matt Stine
As an architectural style, microservices are here to stay. They have crossed the proverbial chasm, and now it&#8217;s time to get
to work. Microservices provide us with the ability to create truly evolutionary architectures composed of cohesive and autonomous
components using well known and characterized distributed systems patterns. As we create and compose components across the hard
boundary of the network, we become deeply interested in establishing the correct boundaries and has resulted in renewed interest in
system design and decomposition. Fortunately, the tried and true practices of Domain-Driven Design are available to us.

Session #44 @ SHELBY : Java Serialization for Big Data by Daniel Hinojosa
Serialization is important for anything Big Data. We need to send information over the wire and we need to do so efficiently. This core
concept presentation covers various serialization techniques and libraries. That way you can use Akka, Kafka, Spark, and various MQs
efficiently

Session #45 @ WOODBURY : Ansible (best) practices by Raju Gandhi
Ansible, like Git, aims to be a simple tool. The benefit here is that the level of abstraction that Ansible offers is paper-thin, with
no complicated workflows, or opinions enforced by the tool itself. The downside is that without a prescribed approach to Ansible,
developing your playbooks often becomes a case of trial-and-error. As engineers steeped in the DevOps mindset we must be able to
use the tool effectively, allowing us to accelerate **and** shorten the lead time from development to production.

4:15 - 4:30 PM : BREAK

4:30 - 6:00 PM - Sessions

Session #46 @ DALLAS : What&apos;s Brewing beyond Java 9 by Venkat Subramaniam
After years of stagnation, Java is one of the most vibrant languages of current times. Java 8 saw several improvements and Java 9 a
few more. Well, that&apos;s only the beginning. Come to this talk to learn about where Java is heading, what&apos;s brewing in the
language and the ecosystem, well beyond Java 9.

Session #47 @ POLK : Where Do Ideas Come From? Creating, Cultivating, and Communicating IP by
Neal Ford
How do you create creativity? This talk offers techniques and perspectives to discover, grow, and project your ideas.

Session #48 @ HANCOCK : Introduction to Chaos Engineering by Matt Stine
Chaos Engineering, pioneered by Netflix, is the discipline of experimenting on a distributed system in order to build confidence in the
system&apos;s capability to withstand turbulent conditions in production.

Session #49 @ SHELBY : Introduction to Vert.x by Daniel Hinojosa
Vert.x is one of many reactive offerings on the JVM. Vert.x has everything for reactive to messaging, handlers for data, to even
converters for other streaming frameworks like RX Java.
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Session #50 @ WOODBURY : Pipelines-as-a-Code with Jenkins 2+ by Raju Gandhi
We developers really like code. Code, being plain-text, can be version-controlled, versioned, and follow a traditional SDLC lifecycle.
For the longest time however, we were forced to live with having most of our Ci/Cd and server configurations live outside of our
codebases, often at the mercy of infrastructure/operations teams. With the evolution of DevOps comes the notions of constructs like
IaaC (Infrastructure-As-A-Code), and with Jenkins 2.0, we can now manage our Jenkins jobs configurations as code!


